




Adhesion of Suspended Dust Particles on Ceiling Surfa四sdue to 
Temperature Gradient 




















































Ft = -9;r( D_P)( p;)(""""，，"土 品G..・H ・-・(1)
t ハρ-ハ2区a+Kt/
ただし Ft : Thermal Force 
Dp:綾子径 (GI)
μ:空気の粘性係数 (gr. mass/GI'鉱)
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中根:天井面の汚れ
互回。
天井面)，ネ J~ xlcr 引す天耳目 Ji1-J~ 








































第16図 附着座挨量と温度差の相関図 (V=1. 5m/s) 




.17図 鮒着塵竣量と曝露J1I撲量の相関図 (at=0 "C) 















天詩画 I~ 平 lし
温度差例・{主演温}ー{善通渇}=o・Cの場合
X.・叩V -1.5毎也ー
ロ.・司 V ・I.O ~.
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温度差似:)s頃涜温}ー {表面温)= 3.0・Cの‘合
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1'18図 附著塵挨量と曝露鹿挨量の相関図 (at=3 "C) 
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1=ん (υ) ・12(d.t) ・18(x) +ん (x) …・・・(5)
(5)式に実測値を代入し，実験式を導くと，
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.!!ì!~安値を使用したとしても ， まだ相当量のffi挨が1手i除し
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Introduction : When a surfaα~ which is∞ntact with dusty air is heated or c∞led. the dust is repelled 
by the heated surface and attracted by the cooled surface due to the air temperature gradient. 
This paper describes first. the quantitative analysis of the relation between the stain on the surface of a 
plane戸田Icaused by the suspended dust凹rtictesdeposited by the air temperature gradient. Next it shows 
that the staining of the beamed panel primari1y occurs due to the effects of the tempera旬regradient. 
Methods : The experimental ap戸ratusis shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The panel in the duct is exposed to 
air containing a definite dust concentration for a definite peri叫 oftirne. The dust戸rticlesconsist of Lamp-
black generated by burning on oil lamp. The dust concentration in tbe duct is m飽 suredby using the CdS-
dust-meter which is shown in Fig. 5. The degree of staining on various parts of the panel surface is 
measured with the CdS-brightness -meter. From the relationship between the dust particles and the 
reflectance of light as shown in Fig. 11 the concentration of the attached dust particles per unit area of 
the panel surface is obtained. 
To provide the temperature gradient variation between the interior side of the panel surface and the air 
flow. the experiment is performed aαording to the following two methods. 
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a) By varying the velocity of the air in the duct without altering the existing ternperaぬreof the panel 
surface. 
b) By v車rying也et釘nperaωredifferenωof the panel surface and air f10w at a cons旬以 airvelocity and 
a cons国 1tdepth of the boundary layer forrned by the interior air f1ow. 
Conelu・ion・ndre・ult・:The conclusions∞ncerning the staining of the plane回 nelsurface due to air凶rne
dust are as follows: 
( 1 ) The relationship between the concetration of the attached dust particles and air flow velocity is 
alrnost direct1y linear for an airflow velocity of 0.2"，-，1. 5rn/sec， assurning that the temperature difference 
and the arnount of the ex抑 seddust are constant (see Fig. 21). 
(2 ) The relationship between the ∞ncen仕ationof the attached dust particles and the temperature 
difference is alrnost directly linear at a temperature difference of 0"，-8 ('C)， if the air fLow velocity and the 
amount of exposed dust are constant (see Fig. 22). 
( 3 ) Frorn the a加ve-statedresu1ts， (1) and (2)， the concentration of the atぬcheddust particles is 
directly proportionaJ to the ternp釘富turegradient， when the amouDt of the exposed dust is∞Dstant. 
(4) Beαuse the concentration of the attached dust particles is almost in direct proportion to也eamount 
of exposed dust (see Figs. 17.18.19. and 20)， itseems that attached dust凹 rticlesrarely rise from the 
surface into the air flow (i. e.， re-entrainment is negligible). 
(5) If the amount of exposed dust， the air flow velocity， and the temperature difference between the 
panel surface and the air flow is given， then the concentration of the attached dust particles is ob匂ined
from the:equation( 6). 
Next the conclusions concerning the staining of the beamed panel surfaωare as follws: 
( 1 ) When the ternperature dis廿ibutionof the surface and air fLow which is shown in Fig. 23 is similar 
to that expected in a r舗 Ibuilding， the lower edge of beam which forrn a large ternperature gradient are 
stained heavily forming a blackline， whereas the upper of edge beam forrn a small temperature gradient， hardly 
stained forrn也ga white line. The bottorn part of tbe beam whose temperature is nearer to the temperature 
of the air flow than the ceiling slab， isstained less. 
(2) When the temperature distribution becomes as shown in Fig. 24， the staining on the lower edge 
of beam does not leave a black line， and the white area on the upper edge of bearn is decreased. Conseq-
uently， the staining of the beamed cei1ing primarily occurs due to the effects of the temperature gradient. 
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